Nexon Asia Pacific announces the recent acquisition of
Cavalry

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – Wednesday 4th April 2018 – Nexon Asia Pacific (Nexon) announces the recent acquisition of multi-award winning managed
cloud provider, Cavalry. Head quartered in Sydney, operating in Brisbane and Melbourne, Cavalry services mid-sized organisations spanning
throughout Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Beijing and Shanghai.
A strong partnership between the two companies formed over 12 years ago has now lead to the Nexon acquisition. The acquisition will strengthen
Nexon’s footprint and service offering, especially in hosted desktop, hybrid cloud consulting and managed services. Together their expertise and deep
domain knowledge will enhance Nexon’s service offering and deliver superior value to Nexon and Cavalry clients. The collective resources will also
provide enhanced capability for Nexon to continue its efforts to develop and grow Cloud services.
“By extending our capabilities and capacity through such partnerships we are able to offer our customers added benefits and access to additional
expertise particularly when it comes to Cloud services. We are committed to fulfilling their evolving needs and how they can best leverage technology
to do things better in today’s digital economy” said Nexon’s Managing Director, Barry Assaf.
The acquisition made by Nexon brings significate advantages, clients will now have access to a broader range of Nexon services including network,
cloud infrastructure, unified communications, security, business applications, and digital workspace and managed IT services in Australia and abroad.
“We will continue to service our customers, always committed to maintaining service excellence. This new partnership with Nexon means our clients
will now have access to a broader and deeper set of solutions, skills, and expertise that will support their organisational quest for innovation and
purpose. This is just another chapter in our growth story and we are excited for what the future holds for both our clients and our team” said Peter Low,
Director at Cavalry.
About Nexon Asia Pacific Nexon Asia Pacific (Nexon), a cloud and managed service provider, has been providing dynamic IT solutions to clients
throughout Australia and Asia-Pacific region across mid-market businesses, government agencies and not-for-profit organisations since 2000. Nexon
supports clients with a group of highly skilled professionals spread across Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane in Australia and also a wide array of
innovative solutions offering including cloud services, unified communications, managed security, business continuity, high-performance networking,
digital workspace and business applications. Nexon has also won numerous awards for its development of innovative cloud services and unified
communications solutions. For more information about Nexon, visit www.nexon.com.au.
About Cavalry Cavalry, an Australian managed cloud provider has been servicing mid to large organisations since October 2000. Headquartered in
Sydney, operating in Brisbane and Melbourne, Cavalry serves clients across Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Beijing, and Shanghai. Cavalry
provides Cloud services, Hosting, Security as well as Managed IT solutions and services. With a vision to re-imagine IT and to ensure customer
centricity, Cavalry delivers on what they promise and take ownership at all times ensuring they attain customer happiness. Cavalry has been
recognised both locally and internationally as a leading managed cloud provider. For more information about Cavalry visit cavalry.com.au
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